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COMMENTARY 

* Current week daily load plotted with past 3 months daily load 

Last week we reported that PJM had delayed its 25/26 Base Residual Auction until they had a time to take in more comments and 
discuss and design new rule changes.  This week the RTO announced it would be necessary to post modified results for the 23/24 
3rd incremental auction citing "some issues where some existing generation resources were erroneously excluded from the 
calculation of the Reliability Requirement in modelled LDA.".  While the events may not be correlated, this isn't helping the frus-
tration associated with PJM's capacity market. 

Speaking of PJM capacity, the fallout from Winter Storm Elliot continues.  According to a story posted by Utility Drive, two power 
plant companies took measures to protect themselves from the penalties associated with underperformance during the capacity 
event.  Lincoln Power filed for bankruptcy and Nautilus Power is seeking FERC protection.  In filings, Lincoln's penalty is $38.9 
million on two plants in Illinois with capacity around 800MW. 

In related, although not capacity market induced, it was announced this week that Homer City would be closing this sum-
mer.  Homer City had survived bankruptcies, the advent of fracking, and environmental concerns for years past its predicted 
demise, until this week.  Homer City is the largest coal fired power plant in Pennsylvania and operates in the PJM RTO.  Homer 
City's capacity is 1900 MW, although in recent years it has been operating at a lower rate.  The owners of the plant have cited 
regulations, and declining financial results with lower electricity prices fueled by natural gas. 

Natural gas can't seem to get out of its own way.  Yesterday's storage report came in line with a withdrawal of 23 Bcf pushing the 
front month contract to test $2 on decent volume.  Longer term, there are some headlines that could be constructive on natural 
gas, but right now the market is all about storage build, warmer weather, and production.   
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https://www.utilitydive.com/news/lincoln-power-nautilus-power-ferc-pjm-penalties-elliott-complaint/646615/

